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Making Spaces for People permanent? - response by LSEG 
 
 
Introduction 
 

 1. Living Streets Edinburgh Group supports the principle of ‘Spaces for People’ schemes 
continuing in the future. Better facilities to encourage walking, wheeling and cycling are 
essential in order to achieve the objectives in the City Mobility Plan and to contribute to 
making Edinburgh the great walkable city that it should be.  

 
 2. We have been disappointed that more priority was not given to promoting walking, especially 

in the first months of the programme, not only in view of the agreed ‘sustainable travel 
hierarchy’ but also given that the emergency measures were passed in order to ensure public 
health and promote physical distancing. Nevertheless, we recognise that many of the 
measures have been helpful for people to walk and cycle, and we appreciate the very 
significant efforts of staff and councillors to introduce these extensive measures during the 
pandemic.  

 
 
Process 
 

 3. Before commenting on the retention of particular schemes, or types of schemes, we want to 
make some general observations about ‘process’.  Firstly, many schemes need very detailed 
consideration - for example on whether particular loading bays are in the right place? – before 
they can be made permanent. The current consultation exercise isn’t adequate to enable this 
detailed assessment to take place. There needs to be further opportunities for stakeholders 
(and especially local communities) to consider retention, alteration or removal.  

 
 4. We would also like to see data published on the use of temporary measures (both walking and 

cycling). We note from the report to Transport and Environment Committee in August 2020 
that £256,000 was budgeted for surveys and monitoring. While we agree that we should look 
to the future and accept that some schemes may be more used in the years ahead than they 
have been during the pandemic, evidence on the actual use of measures should help inform 
decision-making on retention or removal. This will also be important for local communities to 
understand and accept the decision making process. It also important to acknowledge that 
some schemes which benefit one type of road user may have negative effects on other road 
users, so the benefits and negative impacts therefore need to be assessed as transparently 
and objectively as possible.  We must also accept that there is a significant degree of 
uncertainty over to what extent travel patterns will, or won’t, return to pre-pandemic 
patterns. 

 
 5. We would have preferred for the City Mobility Plan to include targets for modal share, which 

would have provided a strategic context for the relative importance attached to investments 
to support different modes – especially walking/wheeling, cycling and bus. If the CMP had 
aimed to increase cycling rates threefold for example, then there would be a much stronger 
case for investing in cycling infrastructure. If the aim is to encourage walking or bus, then 
measures to support walking or bus should get more priority, etc. But because targets haven’t 
been set, there is no strategic rationale for making the SfP decisions.   
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Retention, Removal or Adaptation? 
 

 6. Many measures introduced under Spaces for People can and should be retained and made 
permanent. In many cases, this can be done at relatively little cost: in particular, cycle lanes, 
road closures and school measures. We cannot comment on each of the dozens of measures 
which have been introduced, but we support a presumption in favour of keeping them. 

 
 7. For LSEG, the most important benefit which SfP has brought is the ‘footway widening’ in town 

centres. Generally, these have brought significant benefits to pedestrians, especially to enable 
‘physical distancing’. They have also proven beyond doubt that there is insufficient pedestrian 
space in many town centres, perhaps noting Morningside, Corstorphine and Stockbridge as 
particular examples. Wider pavements have not caused traffic to grind to a halt as some 
predicted.  

 
 8. These wider pavements must therefore generally be retained; there may be some exceptions 

(eg the eastern side of Earl Grey Street?) where the current pavement is sufficient, and taking 
more carriageway space for walking is not a priority.  However, the temporary measures 
understandably introduced at short notice are not of sufficient quality for the longer term; 
they are too ‘stop/start’, they are inaccessible to many disabled people, in places ambiguous 
(so that for example cyclists use them) and introduce trip hazards.  

 
 9. Once the pandemic is over, ‘proper’ wider pavements are therefore needed, with level 

surfaces, proper kerbs and the necessary changes to drainage.  We appreciate that this will be 
expensive and we have written to the Scottish Government (jointly with Spokes Lothian) 
asking that funding is provided to enable councils to make successful Spaces for People 
schemes permanent as a priority for investment through the STPR21.  Our particular concern is 
the significant cost of converting temporary footways into permanent quality spaces. 

 
 10. We are pleased that the amount of time which pedestrians have to cross the road at crossings 
is finally being investigated, with £100,000 approved in January for this purpose. We want to 
see shorter wait times for people to cross the road at signalled junctions and pedestrian 
crossings, and we want to see longer ‘green man times’ across the city. There needs to be a 
permanent change to give pedestrians priority, in line with the modal hierarchy agreed in the 
City Mobility Plan. The automatic pedestrian phases (that remove the need to press the 
button) will no longer be needed following the pandemic. 

 
 11. The need to remove unnecessary pavement clutter is only now being addressed at scale 
within the SfP scheme; we assume (and hope) that changes to clear obstructions from 
pavements will be made permanent.  

 
 12. As noted earlier, we strongly support measures at schools to encourage children to walk, 
cycle, scoot, etc. to school. According to the latest (2019) Transport and Travel in Scotland 
statistics, 61% of Edinburgh’s schoolchildren currently walk to school – a fantastic platform of 
active travel which needs to be protected, prioritised and built on. We would encourage more 

                                                 
1
  https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/update-and-phase-1-recommendations-february-2021-stpr2/  

https://www.transport.gov.scot/publication/update-and-phase-1-recommendations-february-2021-stpr2/
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– and more ambitious – permanent measures to remove traffic in the vicinity of school gates, 
to widen pavements, ban dangerous turning manoeuvres, make crossings safer, etc. 

 
 13. The limited closure of some city centre streets to motor traffic (eg Cockburn Street) is 
generally welcomed, especially where they contribute to the vision of the City Centre 
Transformation. We therefore support making all these closures permanent, with proper 
management and enforcement. They should use quality materials and street furniture, instead 
of temporary and ugly barriers, signs on yellow 1,000kg blocks, etc.  

 
 14. We also strongly support the introduction of Low Traffic Neighbourhoods in principle, to 
reduce the dominance of motor traffic in residential areas. However, there needs to be a 
sufficient degree of public support for them to operate effectively in local communities, and 
we need to understand the impacts of any displaced traffic on adjacent streets and 
neighbourhoods. We are pleased to have representation in the three areas currently being 
considered as an LTN (East Craigs, South Corstorphine and Leith).  Similarly, where there is 
local support, significant benefits for cycling or walking and no unacceptable other impacts, 
we would support the closure to motor traffic of suburban/residential roads (such as 
Silverknowes Road, Braid Road etc). 

 
 15. We support the retention and enhancement of segregated cycle ways where they have 
demonstrated success, or potential for success. Success measures should include how safe 
they are (for cyclists as well as other road users), how well they are used, the impact on other 
road users (especially buses and disabled motorists and passengers), and the contribution 
they make to a joined-up strategic cycle network. There are some places (perhaps Ferry Road 
and the Mound are examples), where the pavement adjacent to the cycle lanes is too narrow 
and should be made wider. If making a cycle way permanent reduced the likelihood of 
addressing inadequate pavements, then this would be a concern to us. 

 
 16. We are unhappy with some impacts of SfP measures on bus services and do not support their 
retention as currently implemented. For example, on George IV Bridge, while we support the 
continuation of the wider footways and cycleways in principle, the removal of busy bus stops 
(eg southbound near Chambers Street) and shelters, and the dysfunctional bus boarders are all 
regrettable. We also oppose the loss of important bus lanes, eg northbound on Bruntsfield 
Place and Leven Street, where the space has been used for new walking / cycling lanes despite 
most of the footway already being of reasonable width. Assuming that Edinburgh streets once 
again become busy with locals and visitors, bus services will resume their central role in 
keeping the city moving. 
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Summary 
 

 17. In summary: 
 
 • We support the principle of retaining Spaces for people schemes and reducing the dominance of 
motor traffic on city streets (both when moving and when parked). 

 
 • We especially want to see:  

 
 - permanent, ‘proper’ wider pavements on busy streets (especially ‘town centres’) 
 - traffic signals and pedestrian crossings changed to give pedestrians more priority 
 - streets at schools improved to encourage active travel and especially walking 
 - city centre traffic management schemes retained and enforced. 

 
 • We generally support retention of: 

 
 - cycle lanes  
 - residential street closures 
 - Low Traffic Neighbourhoods. 

 
(subject to understanding local community views, any negative impacts on other road 
users/areas and the extent of their use/potential use). 

 
 • We don’t support: 

 
 - measures which adversely affect bus passengers, unless there are compelling reasons why 

these are necessary to achieve other important objectives 
 - making ‘automatic phases’ on pedestrian crossings permanent.  
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